
After last year’s poor performance and the high-profile problems of Chinese developers like Evergrande, emerging market fixed 

income has become almost a four letter word amongst allocators. That being said, our optimization tools across many yield 

targeted portfolios currently advocate a small amount of exposure to emerging market high yield credit (EM HY). In general, there 

are three reasons to hold positions in emerging markets—valuation, diversification and alpha (the median manager in emerging 

markets fixed income outperforms the benchmark, which is not the case in most asset classes). Looking at emerging market high 

yield credit through that three-factor lens, it is understandable that our models are warm to the asset class.

Currently, the spread between HYEM (the VanEck Emerging Markets High Yield Bond ETF) and HYG (the iShares iBoxx $ High Yield 

Corporate Bond ETF) is 1.35%.1 This indicates that owning emerging markets offers a meaningful premium vs US high yield credit 

(US HY). A year ago, the spread differential was 0.42%1, as the past twelve months saw a meaningful outperformance of US credit 

vs those in the emerging world. At the same time, the fundamental backdrop of emerging high yield was improving relative to the 

US, as leverage ratios in the developing world amongst corporates were falling, default rates were low and coverage ratio 

increased. The contagion and sentimental damage from Evergrande were evident, as spreads across the emerging market credit 

sector widened relative to the US.

As valuations were advocating for increased exposure to EM HY, the diversification benefit was also becoming more evident. 

Broadly, many credit sectors in fixed income tend to have some correlation to each other, but those correlations shift over time. 

Given the spread movement in opposite directions (US HY narrower, EM HY wider) over the past year, a drop in the correlation 

between the two assets is apparent.
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A B O U T  T H E  A U T H O R

As outlined above, from a valuation and diversification perspective, including EM HY in an income-targeting portfolio makes 

sense. Evaluating for the third factor, alpha, depends on selecting the right manager. While it’s encouraging that a preponderance 

of managers is beating benchmarks, manager selection is a multifaceted process, which can be a conversation for another day! 

February 8, 2021 - February 7, 2022

Correlation - HYEM vs. HYG1

When coupled with other income producing assets, EM HY has the potential to both raise a portfolio’s yield and reduce the overall 

volatility.  As the chart below shows, the correlation between EM HY (HYEM) and US HY (HYG)  is at the lowest level of the past year

—not uncorrelated, but certainly much lower than it has been. As a result, EM HY could be a beneficial diversifier  

for a multi-sector portfolio.

1. Source: Koyfin
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Investment advisory services are offered through YieldX Advisers, LLC, an affiliate of YieldX, Inc. Yield Advisers, LLC is an investment 

adviser registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).  Registration of an investment adviser does not imply any 

specific level of skill or training and does not constitute an endorsement of the firm by the Commission.  YieldX Advisers, LLC only 

transacts business in states in which it is properly registered or is excluded or exempted from registration.  A copy of YieldX Advisers, 

LLC's current written disclosure brochure filed with the SEC which discusses among other things, YieldX Advisers, LLC 's business 

practices, services and fees, is available through the SEC's website at: www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.


 


Please note, the information provided herein is for informational purposes only and investors should determine for themselves whether 

a particular service or product is suitable for their investment needs. Please refer to the disclosure and offering documents for further 

information concerning specific products or services.


 


All investment strategies have the potential for profit or loss; changes in investment strategies, contributions or withdrawals may 

materially alter the performance and results of a portfolio. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can 

be no assurance that any specific investment will be suitable or profitable for a client's investment portfolio. Past performance is not a 

guarantee of future results. There is no guarantee that investment objectives or targets will be achieved.


 


This document may contain forward-looking statements relating to the objectives, opportunities, and the future performance of the U.S. 

market generally. Forward-looking statements may be identified by the use of such words as; “believe,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “should,” 

“planned,” “estimated,” “potential” and other similar terms. Examples of forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, 

estimates with respect to financial condition, results of operations, and success or lack of success of any particular investment strategy. 

All are subject to various factors, including, but not limited to general and local economic conditions, changing levels of competition 

within certain industries and markets, changes in interest rates, changes in legislation or regulation, and other economic, competitive, 

governmental, regulatory and technological factors affecting a portfolio's operations that could cause actual results to differ materially 

from projected results. Such statements are forward-looking in nature and involve a number of known and unknown risks, uncertainties 

and other factors, and accordingly, actual results may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking 

statements. Prospective investors are cautioned not to place undue reliance on any forward-looking statements or examples. None of 

YieldX Advisers, LLC or any of its affiliates or principals nor any other individual or entity assumes any obligation to update any forward-

looking statements as a result of new information, subsequent events or any other circumstances. All statements made herein speak 

only as of the date that they were made.


 


Certain information herein has been obtained from third party sources and, although believed to be reliable, has not been 

independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed. No representation is made with respect to the 

accuracy, completeness or timeliness of this document.
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